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Abstract

The structural and dynamic properties of imidazole in aqueous solution have been

studied by means of classical and ab initio molecular dynamics simulations. We de-

veloped a new force field for the imidazole molecule with improved modelling of the

electrostatic interactions, specifically tailored to address the well known drawbacks of

existing force fields based on the atomic fractional charges approach. To this end, we

reparametrized the charge distribution on the heterocyclic ring, introducing an extra

site accounting for the lone pair on the deprotonated nitrogen. The accuracy of the

model in describing the hydrogen bond pattern in aqueous solvent has been confirmed

by comparing the classical results on imidazole-water interactions to accurate Car-

Parrinello molecular dynamics simulations. The proposed classical model reproduces

satisfactorily the experimental water/octanol partition coefficient of imidazole, as well

as the structure of the imidazole molecular crystal. The force field has been finally

applied to simulate aqueous solutions at various imidazole concentrations to obtain

information on both imidazole-water and imidazole-imidazole interactions, providing a

description of the different molecular arrangements in solution.

Introduction

Imidazole is an aromatic heterocycle with a 5-membered ring characterized by two non

equivalent nitrogen atoms, as shown in Figure 1. The imidazole ring occurs, as molecule or

building block, in systems with important chemical, biological, pharmacological and tech-

nological applications.1–4 In water, at physiological pH (∼ 7.4), imidazole is present both as

neutral and protonated species and interacts with the solvent forming hydrogen bonds.1
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Figure 1: Molecular structure of imidazole. Atom colors: nitrogen, blue; carbon, gray; hydro-
gen, white. The violet sphere represents the electron pair (i.e. the Pipek-Mezey centroid5).

The electronic structure of neutral and cationic imidazole in aqueous solution has been

recently investigated using soft X-ray core level spectroscopies6 in combination with ab ini-

tio calculations on the isolated molecule. Microscopic details of the structural properties of

hydrated imidazole in aqueous solution have been recently revealed by way of neutron scat-

tering experiments7, interpreted with the aid of ab initio and classical molecular dynamics

(MD) simulations. CHARMM8 and OPLS9 force fields have been used in classical calcula-

tions, while Born-Oppenheimer molecular dynamics simulations with the Quickstep module

of the CP2K package10 have been adopted to obtain the ab initio data. It has been observed

that the OPLS model, contrarily to the CHARMM force field, significantly overestimates the

imidazole-imidazole association, as revealed by the comparison of computed and experimen-

tal differential second order scattering function ∆∆S(Q). On the other hand, at variance

with the ab initio data, the CHARMM force field predicts a poorly oriented hydrogen bond

between the nitrogen hydrogen bond acceptor (N3) on the ring and the hydrogen bond donor

water molecule, underestimating the bias towards the expected orientation along the CNC

bisector due to the sp2 hybridisation of N3 (see Figure 3 in Ref. 7).

In previous studies11,12 the hydration of neutral and cationic imidazole was investigated

by photoelectron spectroscopy. In Ref.,11 in particular, the comparison between high levl

quantum chemical calculations and experimental vertical ionization potential (VIP) was
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used as probe for identifying the most likely structures of neutral imidazole(H2O)n clusters

in solution, showing the importance of the hydrogen bonds lying on the ring plane.

“Molecule speciation” during imidazole crystallisation from supersaturated aqueous so-

lution was studied recently using X-ray Raman scattering (XRS).13 Near-edge X-ray absorp-

tion fine structure (NEXAFS) has been also employed recently14 as a probe for imidazole-

imidazole self-association in a series of samples where the heterocyclic compound concentra-

tion was varied from ∼0.5 M to ∼8 M. Negligible changes are observed in the C and N K-edge

XRS spectra during cooling, indicating that the average solvation structure around imidazole

molecules does not change significantly while traversing the thermodynamically metastable

supersaturated liquid phase until the onset of crystallisation. These results are consistent

with those obtained by NEXAFS experiments14 where it has been observed that the NEX-

AFS signal does not appreciably change with concentration, while the spectra of species in

solution substantially differ from those of imidazole monomers in gas phase. This suggests

that self-association occurs not only for the system at the lowest studied concentration (∼0.5

M), but also for more diluted solutions.14

The self-association of imidazole in aqueous solutions in the wide concentration range

employed in the same range of the NEXAFS experiments was previously studied with classi-

cal molecular dynamics simulations,15 by comparing the results obtained with a point charge

model (based on the Amber/TIP3P force field16,17) to those obtained using atomic high-rank

electrostatic multipole moments18 (EMM) fitted on high quality ab initio electron densities

of the isolated imidazole and water19 molecules. The study showed that a more realistic

representation of imidazole electron density via EMM leads to appreciable differences in

the local structure of the solutions, as showed by the 3D spatial distribution function for

imidizole-imidazole self association and imidazole-water interactions.

In the present study, given the deficiencies of the current AMBER, CHARMM and OPLS

force field implementations evidenced in the previously referenced studies,7,14,15 we have

developed a new force field for the imidazole molecule based on the fixed charges paradigm
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augmented by the introduction of an extra site (EP)20 accounting for the lone pair (LP)

on the deprotonated nitrogen atom on the ring. To this end, we followed a computational

protocol to model the electrostatic potential of the imidazole ring similar to that adopted

with success to simulate pyridine21 and pyrrole.22

In order to assess the structural properties of the hydrogen bond pattern in solvated

imidazole, the imidazole-water Radial Distribution Function (RDF) from MD simulations,

were compared to ab initio molecular dynamics simulations using the Car-Parrinello method

(CPMD).23–25 The presented ab initio results on solvated imidazole are not only important

as a valuable reference for assessing the reliability of fixed charges force fields, but they

are interesting per se, since CPMD is known to be particularly effective for the description

of hydrogen bonded systems, realistically encompassing charge transfer and polarisation

effects.23,26–30

Our force field for imidazole was devised initially by assigning the atomic types accord-

ing to the recently released GAFF231 protocol using the web interface PrimaDORAC.32

Such GAFF2 potential, called the standard model, was further improved by carefully re-

parametrizing the electrostatic part of the potential using accurate QM calculations based

on the C-PCM method33,34 and introducing a negatively charged EP along the bisector of

the CNC angle, accounting for the lone pair on the N3 nitrogen atom. The latter augmented

fixed charge approach (called improved model) reproduces with accuracy the dipole and

quadrupole moment and, as shown by the comparison of classical and CPMD imidazole-water

RDF’s, is apparently able to significantly alleviate the problems observed in the standard

model as well as in the OPLS and CHARMM models tested in the study of Dubou-Dijon

et al.,7 providing a more realistic description the hydrogen bond interactions involving the

nitrogen atom N3 of heterocyclic molecule.

The improved model has been further validated performing molecular dynamics simula-

tions of imidazole in aqueous solutions with the concentration ranging from 0.5 M to 8.22

M, analogously to previous theoretical15 and experimental14 studies, allowing to charac-
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terise the structural arrangements of imidazole molecules in solution. Our results regarding

the structural arrangement of interacting imidazole molecules are essentially in accord with

Liem et al.15 conclusion and with the NEXAFS experiments,14 evidencing in general a weak

dependency of imidazole association on concentration and a surprising small incidence of

stacked dimers at all concentrations.

As a further check of the reliability of the improved model, we have computed the octanol-

water partition coefficient of imidazole. In this regard, we stress that solvation free energies

differences of biologically relevant molecules in aqueous and hydrophobic phases are essential

for predicting the distribution of drugs within the body.35,36 Binding free energies themselves

can be viewed35,36 as the difference between the solvation free energy of the ligand in bulk

solvent and in the composite environment of the protein binding pocket.

Finally, it has been verified that the improved model allows for a correct description of

the intermolecular interactions in the crystal, yielding cell parameters matching satisfactorily

the experimental counterpart.

The paper is organised as follows. Computational details for CPMD, force field parametriza-

tion and classical MD simulations are given in Section 2. In Section 3, we first discuss the

structural and dynamic properties on solvated imidazole obtained with the CPMD approach.

Next, we compare the CPMD imidazole-water RDF’s to those computed via MD, using both

the standard and improved model. We then present the results obtained for the LogP co-

efficient of imidazole via fast switching alchemical calculations37 using the improved model.

Finally we discuss imidazole-imidazole association in aqueous solution as predicted by the

improved model in a series of simulations with increasing imidazole concentration. In Section

4, some conclusive remarks are presented.
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Computational Details

Car-Parrinello Molecular Dynamics Simulations

Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics simulations23–25 have been carried out on a fully deuter-

ated system made up by 1 imidazole and 64 water molecules with the CPMD code.38 The

potential has been described employing the BLYP39,40 exchange and correlation functional

in the DFT calculations.

The effects of the van der Waals potential term on the structural properties of imida-

zole in water has been verified performing ab initio molecular dynamics simulations with

and without the corrections proposed by Grimme.41 Although Grimme and coworkers have

proposed improved version for the van der Waals corrections,42,43 it has been shown44 that

the method employed in the present work is effective in the description of the structural

properties of liquid water. In fact, comparing the results of ab initio molecular dynam-

ics simulations obtained by Dubou-Dijon et al. [7], which employed the BLYP exchange

and correlation functional in conjunction with both the D2 or D3(BJ) Grimme correction

scheme,42,43 it is evident that the hydrogen bond interactions between imidazole and solvent

are almost insensitive to the different parameters of dispersion term.

In all the simulations, the plane wave expansion has been truncated at 85 Ry30 mod-

elling the core region through Martins-Troullier norm-conserving pseudopotentials45 within

the Kleinman-Bylander decomposition,46 while the electron fictitious mass has been set to

700 au. The systems have been thermalized at 300 K, by a velocity rescaling algorithm,

integrating the equations of motion with a time step of 5 au (∼ 1.2 fs) in the NVE ensemble

in a periodic cubic box with 12.6632 Å of side. NVE ensemble has been adopted to avoid a

series of problems related to the dimension of the sample. The production runs have been

carried out for 30 ps.
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Force Field parametrization

The initial parameters for imidazole molecules have been obtained by using the web inter-

face PrimaDORAC.32 PrimaDORAC allows the assignment of atomic charges at AM1/BCC

level47 through the MOPAC7 program48 and chemical topology and bond parameters follow-

ing the convention adopted by the Generalized Amber Force Field16 (GAFF2). The atomic

charges of the force field, called standard, have been collected in Table 1.

In studying other heterocyclic molecules, such as pyridine21,49 and pyrrole,22 it has been

observed that a correct description of intermolecular interactions in pure liquid and in aque-

ous solution requires a particular attention in modelling the electrostatic part of the po-

tential. In fact, it has been observed that the implicit inclusion of polarisation effects due

to the environment, performing DFT calculations at B3LYP/6-31+G(d) level of theory and

employing the C-PCM method,33,34 allows to obtain more effective atomic charges for molec-

ular dynamics simulations. A further improvement is achieved adjusting the atomic charges

through a fitting procedure using as reference the molecular dipole and quadrupole mo-

ments.22 Moreover, as in pyridine,21,49 the explicit description of the sp2 lone pair of the

nitrogen atom (through a centroid of a localised molecular orbital computed with the Pipek-

Mezey procedure5) allows to correctly describe the directional character of the hydrogen

bond interactions, which are of fundamental importance for imidazole. The atomic charges

of this force field, called improved and obtained adopting the above discussed schema (us-

ing Mulliken charges only as initial guess in the fitting procedure) are reported in Table 1

(the topological and parameter files are provided as Supporting Information). The DFT

calculations have been carried out with the Gaussian 09 suite of programs.50
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Table 1: Atomic charges of the standard and improved imidazole models. The
numbering of hydrogen atoms follows that of the atoms on the molecular ring,
as shown in Figure 1 . LP represents the charge on the electron pair (i. e. the
Pipek-Mezey centroid5).

label standard improved

C5 0.1185 0.0074
H5 0.0406 0.0727
C4 -0.2710 -0.0970
H4 0.1758 0.1585
N1 -0.3175 -0.4460
H1 0.2997 0.3820
C2 0.2041 0.2330
H2 0.0589 0.0465
N3 -0.3090 0.0000
LP n/a -0.3571

Classical molecular dynamics setup

The samples adopted to validate the force field for imidazole-water interactions are made up

by 1 imidazole and 338 water molecules and have been simulated employing the standard

and improved force field for imidazole. Water has been described with the TIP3P model.17

The systems have been preliminary thermalized for 300 ps, while the time length of the

production runs are 3 ns. The samples with increasing imidazole concentration have been

initially thermalized for 500 ps followed by a production run of 5 ns. The composition of the

systems for the different concentration values is reported in Table 2.

All the simulations have been performed in the NPT ensemble. The external pressure

was set to 1 atm using a Parrinello-Rahman Lagrangian51 with isotropic stress tensor while

temperature was held constant at 300 K using three Nosé Hoover-thermostats coupled to

the translational degrees of freedom of the systems and to the rotational/internal motions

of the solute and of the solvent. The equations of motion were integrated using a multiple

time-step r-RESPA scheme52 with a potential subdivision specifically tuned for biomolecular

systems in the NPT ensemble.53 The long range cut-off for Lennard-Jones interactions was

set to 13 Å in all cases. Long range electrostatic were treated using the Smooth Particle
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Mesh Ewald method,54 with an α parameter of 0.38 Å−1, a grid spacing in the direct lattice

of about 1 Å and a fourth order B-spline interpolation for the gridded charge array.

Table 2: Number of imidazole and water molecules,volumes and average density
of the samples for each simulation at the respective concentration value.

Conc. (M) # imidazole # water volume (nm3) Density (g/cm3)

0.49 16 1724 54.168 0.9855 ± 0.0065
0.95 32 1726 55.967 0.9872 ± 0.0064
1.79 64 1728 59.504 0.9903 ± 0.0064
2.17 80 1730 61.309 0.9917 ± 0.0061
2.52 96 1732 63.111 0.9930 ± 0.0061
2.88 112 1724 64.595 0.9944 ± 0.0062
3.20 128 1730 66.480 0.9962 ± 0.0059
3.50 144 1733 68.335 0.9969 ± 0.0059
3.80 160 1730 69.971 0.9982 ± 0.0059
4.09 176 1724 71.505 0.9995 ± 0.0058
4.35 192 1728 73.351 1.0007 ± 0.0059
4.61 208 1724 74.969 1.0016 ± 0.0057
4.84 224 1730 76.883 1.0025 ± 0.0057
5.08 240 1727 78.484 1.0040 ± 0.0056
5.29 256 1728 80.287 1.0043 ± 0.0056
5.72 256 1528 74.169 1.0065 ± 0.0057
6.24 256 1328 68.100 1.0083 ± 0.0061
6.85 256 1128 62.003 1.0110 ± 0.0065
7.60 256 928 55.907 1.0142 ± 0.0069
8.53 256 728 48.797 1.0185 ± 0.0072

All simulations have been carried out with the ORAC program.51,53,55

Results and Discussion

Car-Parrinello Molecular Dynamics Simulations

The structural and dynamic properties of imidazole in water have been characterized through

the analysis of the hydrogen bond interactions. We first compared the RDF’s involved in hy-

drogen bond as acceptor or donor with solvent, with and without van der Waals corrections.

As shown in Figure 2, only slight differences can be observed by comparing these functions,

although the simulations with van der Waals corrections provide a stronger imidazole-solvent
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interaction. These results faithfully reproduce those obtained by ab initio molecular dynam-

ics simulations7 employing the BLYP exchange and correlation functional and both the D2

and D3(BJ) Grimme correction scheme.42,43 Some differences can be observed in the RDF’s

related to distances between the centre of mass of imidazole and hydrogen atoms of solvent.

Shorter distances are obtained with van der Waals corrections and this reflects the propensity

of imidazole to form improper hydrogen bond with water molecules.

Figure 2: Pair radial distribution function, g(r), and coordination number, n(r). Labeling
with CM the centre of mass of imidazole and with HW and OW the hydrogen and oxygen
atom of water, respectively, the reported interactions refer to: a) N3· · ·HW; b) H1· · ·OW;
c) CM· · ·HW. The radial distribution functions have been reported with solid lines, whereas
the coordination numbers with dashed lines. The results with and without van der Waals
corrections are reported in red and blue, respectively.

The insensitivity of structural properties to the inclusion of the van der Waals corrections

is also observed for the hydrogen bond dynamics, which has been characterized employing

the continuous function proposed by Pagliai et al.:29,56
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FHB
j = Aj(r(t)) ·Bj(θ(t)) (1)

with Aj(r(t)) and Bj(θ(t)) given by:



Aj(r(t)) = e−(re−rj(t))2/(2σr2) if (re − rj(t)) < 0

Aj(r(t)) = 1 if (re − rj(t)) ≥ 0

Bj(θ(t)) = e−(θe−θj(t))2/(2σθ2) if (θe − θj(t)) < 0

Bj(θ(t)) = 1 if (θe − θj(t)) ≥ 0

where the FHB
j function represents a time dependent measure of the strength of the

hydrogen bond interaction between water molecule j and imidazole, assuming values in the

range between 1 and 0, depending of the deviation of rj(t) and θj(t) from the reference

values re and θe. In fact, the values of the parameters re, θe, σr and σθ are obtained from

the histograms of the studied hydrogen bond distance, h(r), and angle, h(θ). re and θe

represent the position of the first peak in h(r) and h(θ), respectively, while σr and σθ are

the half widths at half maximum in h(r) and h(θ), respectively. rj(t) and θj(t) are the

instantaneous distance and angle involved in the interaction between solvent and imidazole.

This function provides a geometrical description of the hydrogen bond interactions analogous

to standard geometry criteria, but with the advantage to correctly describe fast oscillations of

interacting molecule in and out the region adopted to state the presence of the hydrogen bond

interaction. No arbitrary time intervals are needed to follow the hydrogen bond evolution,

allowing to determine the hydrogen bond life time in good agreement with experiments, as

reported by Candelaresi et al.28 for methyl acetate in water.

To follow the water molecule j involved in the interaction during the simulation, the hy-

drogen bond function for a value of FHB
j greater than 10−4 is reported in Figure 3. Although

imidazole forms at least one hydrogen bond with solvent both as acceptor and donor, the j-th
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water molecule involved in the interaction is not always the same but a series of exchanges

occurs during the simulation runs. Similar dynamics have been observed in studying the

interactions between amino acids, in particular histidine, and water.57

Figure 3: j − th molecule involved in the hydrogen bond interaction with imidazole during
the CPMD simulations. In a) and b) are reported the CPMD results for the sample without
van der Waals corrections, while these are taken into account in c) and d). In a) and c)
imidazole molecule acts as acceptor, while in b) and d) as donor.

Comparison of Imidazole Force Fields for Classical Molecular Dy-

namics Simulations

It has been shown in the interpretation of neutron scattering experiments7 that ab initio

molecular dynamics simulations of imidazole in water provide an accurate description of

the structural properties and of the hydrogen bond interactions. Dubou-Dijon et al.7 have

employed the OPLS9 and the CgenFF8 classical force field to simulate imidazole in aqueous

solution, obtaining for CHARMM-based CgenFF ”excellent agreement with experimental

neutron scattering data”. However, it has also been reported by the same authors that there

are problems in the description of the hydrogen bond interaction involving the nitrogen atom

N3 of heterocycle with both the OPLS and CHARMM force fields. More in detail, quoting

Dijon et al.7 “the picture of the H-bonded structure for imidazole [emerging from classical
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simulations] is quite different from what one would expect based on the N3 sp2 hybridisation,

with the nitrogen lone pair receiving a single H-bond in the imidazole plane and on the CNC

bisector line. Description of this kind of properties for aromatic compounds is a well-known

weak point of classical force field since no potential term imposes a sp2 hybridisation at the

N3 nitrogen.” This structural deficiency of the force fields with atomic charges is reflected

(for both OPLS and CHARMM) in a higher coordination number of N3 with respect to

that obtained from AIMD simulations performed with the BLYP exchange and correlation

functional in conjunction with both the D2 and D3(BJ) Grimme correction scheme.42,43

Figure 4: Pair radial distribution function, g(r). Labelling with CM the center of mass of
imidazole and with HW and OW the hydrogen and oxygen atom of water, respectively, the
reported interactions refer to: a) N3· · ·HW; b) H1· · ·OW; c) CM· · ·HW. In red, violet and
green are reported the results obtained with CPMD (with Grimme van der Waals correction)
and classical molecular dynamics simulation employing the standard and improved model,
respectively. In black are reported the results obtained with CHARMM8 force field. The
coordination number has been reported with dashed lines.
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Figure 4 shows the comparison of the RDF’s related to the acceptor and donor hydro-

gen bond interactions and those between the centre of mass of imidazole with the solvent.

Although the two developed force fields are either characterized by fixed atomic charges,

the improved model takes into account implicitly the average polarisation effects due to the

solvent and reproduces the directional character of the hydrogen bond interaction through

the virtual site, providing a definitely more accurate description of the structural properties

of the N3 hydration with respect to the standard model. This result can be appreciated

by the comparison of CPMD and classical (improved model) spatial distribution functions

(SDF) for imidazole-water interactions reported in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Spatial distribution function for the imidazole-water interactions. Isosurfaces of
water oxygen (red, isovalue 5) and hydrogen (green, isovalue 2.5) atoms close to imidazole
molecule. a) and b) refers to SDF for CPMD and classical MD (with improved model)
simulations, respectively. In orange translucent are depicted the surfaces of water oxygen
with isovalue 2.5. The SDF surfaces have been obtained analysing MD trajectories with the
Travis program.58

Furthermore, the improved model yields a first shell coordination number of N3 (see

Figure 4) that is much closer to the CPMD counterpart with respect to the standard model.

These are important results because they show that a slight modification of the simple

atomic charges approach in classical force fields of heteroaromatic compounds, consisting

in the introduction of EP accounting for the LP and computed according the Pipek-Mezey

procedure5), overcomes the well-known deficiencies in describing solute hydration that are
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shared by the most popular force fields. Most importantly, the improved model fully preserves

the computational efficiency of the simple atomic charge approach.

To further validate the new developed force field, the water/octanol partition coefficient

for imidazole, LogP, has been computed using both the improved model and the CHARMM

force field.8 LogP measures the partition of a molecule between a hydrophobic (e.g. lipid

bilayer) and a cytosolic environment and as such is a key quantity in the assessment of

drug-likeness of drug candidates.59 The LogP for the two model is computed by evaluating

independently the solvation free energy in both water and 1-octanol in standard conditions.

The 1-octanol potential model is based on the atomic types and charges defined in the

improved slipids force field,60 while the TIP3P model17 has been adopted for water.

Solvation free energies have been computed with ORAC51,53,55 program using the fast

switching annihilation method.37,61–63 Sampling of the initial state in 1-octanol has been

performed using a Hamiltonian Replica Exchange technique64 by scaling the torsional po-

tential according to the scheme proposed by Cardelli et al.65

Figure 6 shows the work distributions obtained in the fast non-equilibrium annihilation

work of the imidazole molecule in water (upper panel) and in 1-octanol (lower panel) for the

improved model and CHARMM force field. Normality of the distribution is assessed using

the Anderson Darling (AD) test.66,67 For normal distributions, the solvation free energies are

computed from the mean and variance of the work distributions using the Crooks theorem-

based68 unbiased estimate61,62 ∆G = 〈W 〉− 1
2
βσ2, where β = 1/kBT while σ is the variance.

In case of AD failure, the estimate of the solvation free energy was done by exploiting again

the Crooks theorem for Gaussian mixtures as described by Procacci et al.69 with the pa-

rameters of the Ng components mixture being determined via the expectation-maximisation

algorithm.70,71 Based on the solvation energies reported in Figure 6, the LogP value ob-

tained using the improved model and the CHARMM force field is 0.30±0.19 and -0.65±0.29,

respectively. The experimental value,72 LogP=-0.08, indicate that imidazole is essentially

equally miscible in water and 1-octanol. The CHARMM force field significantly overesti-
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mates the solvation free energy of imidazole in water, in line with its enhanced hydrogen

bond interaction (as shown in Figure 4). The improved model is closer to the experimental

value, although somewhat overestimating imidazole miscibility in 1-octanol.

These results neatly show the importance of the polarisation effects, which are taken into

account in CPMD simulations and have been partially introduced also in the improved force

field. Further improvement could be achieved by using polarizable force fields, which could

be interesting also to obtain information related to vibrational spectroscopy.73,74

Figure 6: Work distribution in 1-octanol and in water using the improved model and the
CHARMM8 force field for imidazole.

Classical Molecular Dynamics Simulations: Imidazole-Water and

Imidazole-Imidazole Interactions

The improved force field has been applied also to the study of a series of aqueous samples with

different imidazole concentrations, as summarised in Table 2. These simulations allow to val-

idate the effectiveness of the improved force field in reproducing both the imidazole-water and

imidazole-imidazole interactions. The density values have been obtained performing molec-

ular dynamics simulations in the NPT ensemble. As shown in Figure 7 (empty symbols),
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the density variation with concentration has a trend similar to that obtained by molecular

dynamics simulations with the improved force field, exhibiting an almost perfect linear de-

pendency and consistently lying below the experimental data (data taken from Table 3 of

Ref. 15) due to the well-known underestimation of the liquid density of the TIP3P model.75
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Figure 7: Density of aqueous imidazole solution as a function of molar concentration. Left
and right y-scales are for filled and empty symbols, respectively.

If we divide the improved model densities and the by the corresponding values of the

density of pure water, i.e. ρTIP3P = 0.986 (Figure 7, filled symbols), the ratio ρ/ρw from

simulation is found to reproduce with remarkable accuracy the experimental density up to

concentration of 4M (see Figure 7). At higher concentrations, the experimental ratio ap-

parently ceases to behave linearly with the density ratio at C = 8 M noticeably diverging

from the corresponding simulated value. The observed discrepancy at high imidazole con-

centration could be either due to force field deficiencies or to inaccuracies in the density
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measurement. In this regard we point out that in Ref. 15, it was explicitly stated that “the

experimental measurements of the densities have not been carried out that accurately, such

as with a modern densitometer.”

Pure imidazole (C ' 16 M)15 is a molecular crystal in standard conditions. The imidazole

crystal structure has been simulated with both the improved model and CHARMM force field,

observing a similar agreement between experimental and computed lattice parameters,76 as

reported in Table 3, with exception of β angle, which shows a stronger deviation in the case

of CHARMM force field. The imidazole-imidazole interactions through hydrogen bond are

an important feature in the stabilisation of the crystal.77 An attempt to simulate the crystal

has been carried out also with the standard GAFF2 model, but the crystal turned out to be

not stable during the simulation, very likely due to the incorrect orientational distribution

of the N3-H1 hydrogen bonds.

Table 3: Parameters for the simulation box, which is made up by 5 × 4 × 2
conventional cells.76

Model a (Å) b (Å) c(Å) α (◦) β (◦) γ (◦)
exp.76 38.66 32.75 29.34 90.00 117.26 90.00

improved 40.90 30.41 29.96 90.00 117.00 90.00
CHARMM 39.91 30.05 29.41 89.99 112.68 90.01

As already done in Ref. 15 for the AMBER and EMM models we computed the relevant

RDF’s to characterise both the imidazole-water and imidazole-imidazole interactions. The

analysis has been carried out on the trajectories of all the simulated samples reported in

Table 2, but only the results for selected concentration values and for selected imidazole-

imidazole and imidazole-water contacts are shown in Figure 8. In fact, imidazole-imidazole

(Figure 8 a,b) and imidazole-water (Figure 8 c,d) RDF’s do not show substantial variations

increasing imidazole concentration, in agreement with NEXAFS findings14 and with the MD

simulation of Liem et al.15
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Figure 8: Radial distribution functions of imidazole aqueous solutions with increasing imi-
dazole concentration. a) N1· · ·N1; b) N1· · ·N3; c) N3· · ·HW; d) N1· · ·OW

It should first be remarked that the N3· · ·HW and N1· · ·OW RDF’s, related to the

imidazole-water interactions, are similar to those obtained in the sample with only one

imidazole molecule, as it can be appreciated comparing Figure 4 and Figure 8, confirming, as

suggested in Ref. 14, that imidazole-imidazole association occurs already in dilute solutions.

In regard of the imidazole-imidazole interactions, the improved model N3· · ·N1 and

N3· · ·N1 RDF’s exhibit a trend that is consistent to those reported in Figures 3a, 3b of

Ref. 15, referred to the EMM model. In particular, it indeed of note that, while the position

of the major peaks is independent of concentration, their height steadily decreases in going

from lower to higher imidazole concentration, with a trend that is similar for both N1· · ·N1

and N3· · ·N1 RDF’s. The opposite behaviour is observed for the imidazole-water RDF’s

(Figure 8 c and Figure 8 d), where again the position of peaks is concentration invariant

whereas their height increases with concentration. As suggested in Ref. 15, this observation
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is due to the water-imidazole and imidazole-imidazole competition which, quite counter-

intuitively, tends to favour imidazole-water hydrogen bond association with increasing ratio

Nimidazole/Nwater. It should be also noted that the imidazole-imidazole RDF’s exhibit, for

all reported concentrations, a weak but clearly discernible secondary peak at a distance of

' 9Å. Unfortunately, this feature went undetected in Ref. 15, where all the reported RDF’s

were truncated at r = 8Å, probably due to the small size of the MD sample used with the

computationally expensive EMM approach. However, the signature of long range imidazole-

imidazole association in concentrated imidazole samples observed with the improved model

is consistent with the higher tendency of the EMM model to yield extended structured

chains in pure liquid imidazole, a feature that the standard AMBER approach is not able to

reproduce.15 We conclude this section by reporting an analysis, obtained from the simula-

tions using the improved model, of the incidence of stacked (S), T-shaped (T) and H-bonded

(H) dimer structures in all examined imidazole solutions ( see Table 2). The criteria for

discerning S, T or H dimeric structures are based on the angle between the normal to the

ring planes, on the distance between the centres of mass, and on the N3-H1 intermolecular

distance, with tolerance ranges for distances and angles similar78 to those given in Table 4

of Ref. 15. As done by Liem et al.,15 the incidence of the dimeric structures is reported

in Figure 9 in terms of normalised occurrence. The latter is obtained by dividing the total

number of contacts matching the given criteria found in a sample of Nconf MD snapshots by

the product of Nimida ×Nconf . The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 9.
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H-bonded T-shaped Stacked

Figure 9: Normalised occurrence15,78 of hydrogen bond, T-shaped and stacked configurations
as a function of concentration. A graphical representation of the three different orientations
is also reported. Atom colours: nitrogen, blue; carbon, gray; hydrogen, white. The small
violet sphere represents the electron pair (i.e. the Pipek-Mezey centroid5).

Briefly, the analysis confirms the findings of Ref. 15 where S structures were found far

less abundant with respect to hydrogen bonded structures, with the ratio NH/NS steadily

increasing with increasing concentration. The most abundant dimeric structures, however,

were of the T type, increasing super-linearly with concentration. In Ref. 15 the incidence

of T-shaped structures, which in aromatic-aromatic interactions are stabilised mostly by

electrostatic interactions,79 were not investigated.
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Conclusions

The hydrogen bond structure and dynamics of imidazole in water has been studied by ab

initio molecular dynamics simulations with the Car-Parrinello method. It has been observed

that van der Waals corrections to the BLYP exchange and correlation functional only slightly

affect the hydrogen bond interactions. The CPMD simulations provide results similar to that

reported by Dubou-Dijon et al.7 employing the BLYP exchange and correlation functional

and the D2 and D3(BJ) methods42,43 to describe the dispersion part of the potential. The

CPMD simulations have been adopted as reference to validate the developed force field for

classical molecular dynamics simulations. The introduction in the improved model of a neg-

atively charged Extra Point along the bisector of the CNC angle, accounting for the lone

pair on the N3 nitrogen atom, allows to describe the imidazole water hydrogen bond interac-

tion in solution in good agreement with the CPMD counterpart. Remarkably the improved

model faithfully reproduces the spatial distribution function for the N3-OW pair interaction

observed in the ab initio simulations, exhibiting the expected preferential orientation of the

N3-OW hydrogen bond along the bisector of the CNC angle due to N3 sp2 hybridisation.7,13

To our knowledge, no other available classical potential model for imidazole, based on the

fixed atomic charges paradigm, can produce a correct spatial orientation of the N3-OW di-

rectional hydrogen bond in the plane of the imidazole ring. As shown in Ref. 7 for the OPLS

and CHARMM potential model, in Ref. 15 for the GAFF/AMBER potential model, and in

the present study for the GAFF2/AMBER force field, all these standard models significantly

overestimate the probability of the perpendicular H-π bond in water-imidazole interactions.

The simple EP approach used in the improved model, when tested in a series of solutions

of imidazole in water with increasing concentration up to 8.5 M, appears to be in good

agreement with available experimental results and with existing data from previous simu-

lation using the accurate EMM approach15,18 for electrostatic interactions, confirming that

the intermolecular interactions are accompanied by a variety of structural arrangements, the

most important of which is of T-shaped type, characteristic of the quadrupole-quadrupole
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interaction. The protocol for the parametrization of the GAFF2-based improved model for

imidazole could be straightforwardly applied for the parametrization of other popular force

field such as the OPLS or the CgenFF/CHARMM force fields and can be extended to other

hetero-aromatic compounds with lone pairs. We finally mention that the satisfactory be-

haviour of our force field for imidazole-water and imidazole-imidazole association have been

obtained with minimal differences with respect to a simple atom-based charge model and

hence with a very limited cost, yielding computational efficiency that are comparable to

those of the popular atomic charges models.

https://www.overleaf.com/project/5c612bf784fe0970e345ee10
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